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How My Aesthetic remains Neutral, Conforms and Rebels 

My visual essay deals heavily with a concept that combines Baudrillard’s Simulations 

and Debord’s Society of the Spectacle into one generalized hyperreality. My essay is divided into 

three main sections: 1) the neutral, 2) the pro-simulation and 3) the anti-simulation. I hope the 

sections will make themselves clear when one looks through my essay, but I will detail each 

section below. 

The Neutral 

The neutral comprises the beginning, intermission, and end of my essay. The colors are 

restricted to white and black only, to give a concrete, objective, bold feel. (This feel will be 

contrasted in the later sections. The second page of the essay features a set of symbols beneath 

my name. The first is yin and yang, the second is viking, the third is a power symbol and the 

fourth is a wiccan symbol. I aligned these images to one another to stress the power of symbols 

in a basic way. Some of the symbols are ancient, and some are new, but they serve the same 

effect - suggestion. The neutral transitions into the pro-simulation section on page five, where 

recognizable fonts from famous media staples usher in the simulation. 

 

The Pro Simulation 

 The pro-simulation section aims to recreate a corporate, pleasing and professional 

aesthetic as much as possible. I mimicked fonts where possible, and used Abode Color Match to 



recreate the exact brand colors used, for the shapes in the background. This creates a vibe in line 

with what I argue about the simulation and its capitalist functions. The slides are consistent and 

have a cohesive flow between them. 

 

The Anti Simulation 

This section’s aesthetic functions to subvert the previous section as much as possible. In this 

section, I used Abode Color Match to mimic only the colors of non-logos and images (David’s 

flesh, actual food, physical matter.) Furthermore, I worked to create a much more disjointed feel 

with the placement of shapes and titles. In certain instances, text is cut off, or is hard to read 

against the background. All this works to create an aesthetic that reminds one of flaws and 

imperfection - things the simulation doesn’t allow. 

 
 Finally, my first draft involved no elements on Canva. After my group revision exercise 

and meeting with the Design Lab, I emerged with a much clearer vision of how to align my 

aesthetic with my argument. The Design Lab gave me the idea to use fonts that mimic, and 

Abode Color Match.  

Also, the essay is meant to be viewed page by page. When I opened the pdf, my viewer shows 

pages side by side. If possible, please view in a format where it displays only one page at a time. 

Thanks for a great semester! 


